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Behavioral and Brain Sciences | Cambridge Core
r/science: This community is a place to share and discuss new scientific research. Read about the latest advances in astronomy, biology, medicine …
Human Brain: Facts, Functions & Anatomy | Live Science
Lots of science projects to take a deeper look at the human body. Body parts and systems covered including: Nervous system Brain Spine Cardiovascular system Heart Blood Blood Pressure Human Skin ...
Reddit Science
In the 1950s and 1960s, Roger Sperry performed experiments on cats, monkeys, and humans to study functional differences between the two hemispheres of the brain in the United States. To do so he studied the corpus callosum, which is a large bundle of neurons that connects the two hemispheres of the brain.Sperry severed the corpus callosum in cats and monkeys to study the function of each side ...
Brain | Oxford Academic
Submit abstracts for the American Academy of Neurology's Annual Meeting. Emerging Science presentations must have key aspects of research conducted after the October 21 abstract submission deadline and must be new and of sufficient scientific importance to warrant expedited presentation and publication.
Science for kids | Body Parts - THE HUMAN BRAIN | Experiments for kids | Operation Ouch
Science has suggested that there are key features in the brains of liberals and conservatives — bywords, respectively, for Democrats and Republicans these days — that might help explain why ...
Roger Sperry’s Split Brain Experiments (1959–1968) | The ...
The human brain is the largest brain of all vertebrates relative to body size. It weighs about 3.3 lbs. (1.5 kilograms). The average male has a brain volume of 1,274 cubic centimeters.
Life's Extremes: Democrat vs. Republican | Live Science
Get the latest BBC Science and Environment News: breaking news, analysis and debate on science and nature in the UK and around the world.
r/science - The brains of people with excellent ... - reddit
Brain Communications Cerebral Cortex Social Cognitive and Affective Neuroscience Archives of Clinical Neuropsychology Journal of Neuropathology & Experimental Neurology Neuro-Oncology Neuro-Oncology Practice The British Journal for the Philosophy of Science British Medical Bulletin International Journal of Neuropsychopharmacology Neuroscience of Consciousness American Journal of Clinical ...
RIKEN Center for Brain Science | RIKEN
Behavioral and Brain Sciences - Paul Bloom, Barbara L. Finlay. Skip to main content Accessibility help We use cookies to distinguish you from other users and to provide you with a better experience on our websites. Close this message to accept cookies or find out how to manage your cookie settings.
Coronavirus: Research, Commentary, and News | Science | AAAS
Mechanisms underlying the neurotoxicity induced by glyphosate-based herbicide in immature rat hippocampus: Involvement of glutamate excitotoxicity. ... It was described that in neonatal brain more glucose is prioritized to pentose phosphate pathway and pyruvate carboxylation than in adult one.
The Real Neuroscience of Creativity - Scientific American ...
As Japan’s premier research center for brain science, CBS takes a multi-disciplinary approach involving medicine, biology, chemistry, engineering, mathematical sciences, and psychology, to advance basic research on the functions of the brain and the mind—from the levels of single-cells and whole bodies all the way to societal systems—and develop innovative technologies in the process.
Hidden Realities: Parallel Universes and the Deep Laws of the Cosmos, Dr. Brian Greene, Columbia
Coronavirus: Research, Commentary, and News. The Science journals are striving to provide the best and most timely research, analysis, and news coverage of COVID-19 and the coronavirus that causes ...

The R Lican Brain Science
The latest findings from the real neuroscience of creativity suggest that the right brain/left brain distinction does not offer us the full picture of how creativity is implemented in the brain.*
Institute for Learning and Brain Sciences (I-LABS)
The brains of people with excellent general knowledge are particularly efficiently wired, finds a new study by neuroscientists using a special form of MRI, which found that people with a very efficient fibre network had more general knowledge than those with less efficient structural networking.
Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News ...
Hidden Realities: Parallel Universes and the Deep Laws of the Cosmos, ... opens up the strange worlds of the "multiverse," taking us on a journey grounded firmly in science, ... Brian Greene ...
Harnessing Gut Microbes for Mental Health: Getting From ...
The Institute for Learning & Brain Sciences (I-LABS) is an interdisciplinary center dedicated to discovering the fundamental principles of human learning, with a special emphasis on early learning and brain development. I-LABS seeks to explore essential questions about human learning.
Can Science Explain Deja Vu? - Scientific American
Direct Activation of Neuronal Pathways. Vagal primary afferents provide pervasive sensory innervation of the GI tract, with an estimated 60,000 fibers in humans and 20,000 fibers in mice comprising the only set of fibers that directly connect the GI mucosa to the brain .Numerous studies have demonstrated activation of GI tract vagal afferents by gut hormones, cytokines, microbial signals, and ...
Mechanisms underlying the neurotoxicity induced by ...
Can Science Explain Deja Vu? Most of us have experienced deja vu—that sensation when new events feel eerily familiar. Could this "glitch in the Matrix" be a brain short-circuit?
Science & Environment - BBC News
The stereotyped spatial architecture of the brain is both beautiful and fundamentally related to its function, extending from gross morphology to individual neuron types, where soma position, dendritic architecture, and axonal projections determine their roles in functional circuitry. Our understanding of the cell types that make up the brain is rapidly accelerating, driven in particular by ...
The promise of spatial transcriptomics for neuroscience in ...
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant ...
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